TARG

CONSULTING

We know what it takes for your STARTUP to become a BIG SUCCESS

Mission
It’s true that our mission is to help our clients to achieve the full potential of their startup,
but it is only part of the story … The second part of the story is about our team, our values
and our desire to take an active role in each venture of our customers.

Services
Business Planning - Our business plans are
based on accurate research, combined
with a deep understanding of what you
want to achieve.
It results in an effective and tangible
roadmap, which helps your startup find its
path to success.

Fund Raising

Pitch Deck – The perfect tool to guide
you through a successful meeting with investors. We know how to create professional pitch which will help your startup
maximize the chance of successful fund
raising.
One-Pager – A tested and proven way of
giving the investors just enough information to decide they want to learn
more, and capture their attention.

If you are interested in fund raising, we have the right expertise and know-how to help
you with the process. Targo works with over 200 active investors, VCs and chief scientist.
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Meeting

Brainstorming

Planning

Lets meet. By getting to
know you and your
startup, we are able to
design strategies and
deliver tailored solutions.

We break down your goals
into smaller achievable
steps, and brain storm on
each and one of them.

Business planning forces
you to review everything
at once: your market,
value proposition, go-tomarket, operations plan
and financial plan.

Pitch Deck

If you’re raising money
for your startup, having
an impressive pitch
deck is a key component in your fundraising
toolkit.

One-Pager

Nothing beats a faceto-face meeting – if
you can get one. The
one pager is often the
ticket to that meeting.

Fund Raising

Once your fundraising
toolkit is ready, we can
start approaching relevant investors.

Among Our Clients
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